Bonaventura
Cavalieri (1598-1647) was noted for his method of indivisibles which led to the principle which bears his name. In the third century, while attempting to derive the volume of a sphere, Liu Hui applied a similar principle to determine the ratio of the volumes of a sphere and a solid circumscribing the sphere. This solid is formed by the intersection of two perpendicular cylinders circumscribing the sphere and is called mou he fang gai. Liu Hui left unresolved the problem of finding the volume of the mou he fang gai. In the fifth century Zu Geng, also applying Cavalieri's principle, solved this problem and thus derived the volume of a sphere. The influence of Zu Geng's method on later mathematicians is discussed in the latter part of the article. 
1, CAVALIERI'S PRINCIPLE
Bonaventura Cavalieri, a disciple of Galileo, is best known for this method of indivisibles and for its application to the determination of areas and volumes. This method, often referred to as Cavalieri's principle, may be stated as follows for volumes: The volumes of two solids of tht. same height are equal if their plane sections at equal heights always have equal areas; if the areas of the plane sections at equal heights always bear a constant ratio, then the volumes of the solids have the same ratio [Carruccio 1971 [Carruccio , 1501 . With knowledge of this principle, it is not difficult to establish the volume of a sphere through elementary geometrical considerations (for one of the most direct methods, see [Eves 1953, 3241) .
ANCIENT CHINESE APPLICATIONS OF CAVALIERI'S PRINCIPLE
In the fifth century, the Chinese were able to give an elegant proof of the derivation of the volume of a sphere based on knowledge of (what would be called today) Cavalieri's principle. This proof, described by Kiang [1972, 88-911 and translated into English [Wagner 1978, 68-771 , may be summarized as follows: Circumscribe the given sphere having radius r with a cube, two of whose faces are horizontal; then, inscribe in the cube a pair of cylinders whose axes are perpendicular and horizontal. These cylinders also circumscribe the sphere, and their intersection, called mou he fang gai [a] ' by the Chinese. is a closed surface circumscribing the sphere. Since there is no equivalent term in English for such a surface, we call this model Mhfg for the sake of brevity. Any horizontal plane cuts Mhfg in a square and the sphere in a circle. The ratio of the areas of these two sections is 4 : 7r. By Cavalieri's principle, the volumes of Mhfg and the sphere are also in the same ratio. Hence, volume of sphere = T (volume of Mhfg).
(
The next step is to express the volume of Mhfg in terms of the cube. The cube is divided into eight smaller cubes as shown in Fig. I . Each of these small cubes ( Fig. 2a) consists of one-eighth part of Mhfg (Fig. 2b ) and three pieces outside Mhfg, as shown in Figs. 2c, d , and e. Using Fig. 2a , consider the intersection of an arbitrary horizontal plane ABCD with the smaller cube (Fig. 3 ). Let h be the height of this plane from the base of the cube, and let AS = PQ = X. Then area ABCD = r2, area PQRD = xl, and the sum of areas (by Pythagoras' theorem). Next, consider a pyramid with a square base, whose height and side are both r (Fig. 2f ). The area of intersection of this pyramid by a plane parallel to its base and at a distance h from its vertex is h2. Comparing this result with (2), it is deduced from Cavalieri's principle that the volume bounded by Mhfg and a small cube is equal to the volume of the pyramid, which is f r3. Hence, the volume of the part of Mhfg inside the small cube is $ r3. So the volume of Mhfg = 8 x 3 r3 = 9 r3 and, from (1) [Qian 1964.83-90; Li & Du 1963 -1964 Needham 1959, 35-361 . However, the extent of their other contributions to mathematics is not known as their work Zhui shu [g] is now lost.
An analysis of the proof shows that it is based on the conception of the model Mhfg which is formed from the intersection of two cylinders whose axes are perpendicular. This problem has an interesting history, as Zu Geng's successful result was in fact the outcome of an unsolved problem posed two centuries earlier by Liu Hui [h] .
As the sphere is a common object, it was natural that the ancient Chinese strove to obtain a relation between its volume and diameter. The latter was, in turn, connected with the cube circumscribing the sphere. Through successive empirical experimentations and the knowledge that 1 cubic cun [i] (inch) of gold weighed 16 liang fi] (ounces), while 1 spherical ball of gold of diameter 1 cun weighed 9 liang, the following ratio was derived: volume of cube : volume of sphere = 16 : 9. While Liu quoted from the Kuo gongji [ak] (The artificer's record) a description of the process of such an experimentation, at the same time he admitted that this ratio had yet to be verified. The Kuo gongji, which is part of an ancient classic on the rites of the Zhou dynasty (ca. 1066 to 256 B.C.), described the stages from the initial purification of the metal (gold or tin) to its final forging into models to determine the relative ratio of their weights [Qian 1963 [Qian , 1561 . The ratio 16 : 9 remained invariant through different dynasties even though there were variations in the measures. For instance, during Liu's time 1 cun was between 2.39 and 2.41 cm and 1 liung = 13.92 g, while during Zu's time 1 cun was between 2.45 and 2.47 cm and 1 liung = 13.93 g.
The ratio of 16 : 9 was used to solve Problems 23 and 24 in Chapter 4 of the Jiu zhang suanshu, where the volume of the sphere is given and it is required to find its diameter. In analyzing and testing the accuracy of the ratio, Liu proceeded to give a mathematical exposition of its derivation. He considered a cube and a cylinder circumscribing the sphere (see Fig. 4 ) and evaluated the ratios of the which conformed with the original formula. Liu next pointed out that the supposed ratio V,: VJ = 4 : 7~ is not accurate, because the mou hefang gai (or Mhfg) has a smaller volume (V,) than the cylinder Vi and, furthermore, V, : V, was in fact precisely 4 : r. This follows from the fact thit if a plane parallel to the axes of the cylinders of intersection cuts Mhfg and the sphere, a square enclosing the circle of the sphere would be obtained. In his att.empt to find a surface whose square cross section would circumscribe a circular section of the sphere for the application of the so-called principle of Cavalieri, Liu mlrst have discovered the mode1 Mhfg. In analyzing the original estimate for the volume of a sphere Liu remarked that if the value of 7~ was 3, then "the area of the circle was too small," but if the vblume of the cylinder was taken as four-thirds that of a sphere, then the volume of the sphere was "too large." He went on to say, "Although these inaccuracies ccmpensate each other so that the ratio 9 : 16 is close to the actual one, however, th: resultant volume of the sphere is still too large" [Qian 1963 [Qian , 1561 . As for the de termination of the space between the cube and Mhfg, Liu concluded by saying, "I am sorry I cannot give the answer and would not wish to speak irresponsibly. Let this shortcoming stand and await the one who can overcome it" [Qian 1963 [Qian , 1461 Prior to Liu, Zhang Heng [k] (78-139) had also studied the sphere. However, hi!< main contributions were in the fields of astronomy and seismology rather than in mathematics. In considering the volume of a sphere, Zhang assumed the ancient relation, that the ratio of the volumes of a cylinder and the enclosed sphere WITS equal to the ratio of the areas of a square and the sectional circle of the sphere enclosed by the square. As we stated earlier, Liu pointed out the inaccuracy of this ancient assumption and introduced the new solid, mou hefung gai. The literal muanings of each word of the latter are: mou (equal), he (combination), fang Although Liu admitted that he could not proceed further with the proof of finding the volume of a sphere, he had analyzed the problem with mathematical rigor and had determined the areas of difficulty. Two centuries later Zu and his father resumed this investigation and succeeded in removing these difficulties, thereby solving the problem. It is fortunate that their proof was recorded by Li Chunfeng [d] as an appendix to the problem of the sphere in the Jilt zhang suanshu; otherwise this remarkable contribution would not have been known. It is not known whether the Zus applied the same principle that was used in the completion of this difficult problem to a shorter and more direct proof of finding the volume of a sphere.
Zu, who took up the problem where Liu had left it, showed that the volume outside Mhfg of a small cubical block (which is one-eighth the size of the cube circumscribing the sphere) is equivalent to that of a pyramid having the same square base and height as the small cubical block. In this crucial proof, he conceptualized Cavalieri's principle by saying, "Since volumes are made up of piled-up blocks, [it follows that] if the corresponding areas are equal then their volumes cannot be unequal" [Qian 1963 [Qian , 1581 . Thus he combined the three areas, namely, AS@, SBTQ, and TCRQ (Fig. 3) , showing that their total area was equivalent to the corresponding square section of the pyramid. He then concluded that the corresponding three volumes have a total volume equal to that of the pyramid. In so doing, he was applying an ancient principle and following the geometrical tradition of removal and combination of forms to achieve congruency, be it areas or volumes. In Chinese, this is known by the phrase chu m xiung hu [l] [2].
LATER CHINESE APPLICATIONS OF CAVALIERI'S PRINCIPLE
Zu Geng's application of Cavalieri's principle on the sphere was apparently forgotten by the time Mei Wending [ml (1633 Wending [ml ( -1721 essence of mathematics) and criticized the lack of reasons and rigor in the proofs of these propositions [Xu 1874, la] . Xu went further to say that he could not find any satisfactory proofs in Mei's work either. It was after a detailed study of Zu's proof on the volume of a sphere that Xu arrived at some new proofs for the propositions. Because they are so closely related to Cavalieri's principle, we give below Xu's proofs for two propositions [Xu 1874, I b-5a].
PROPOSITION. The volume of a sphere is two-thirds that of a circumscribed cylinder.
Proof. Let the radius of the sphere and the cylinder be r. Divide the circumsxibed cylinder into eight equal blocks and consider one of them (Fig. 6) . A plane distance h from its base cuts the cylindrical portion in one-fourth of a circle, A; the spherical portion in one-fourth of a circle (of radius x), A,; and the portion between the sphere and the cylinder in one-fourth of an annular ring, A?. We have A 2: Al + AZ, so that A? = a 7~ (r? -x2) = f n-h?. An application of Cavalieri's principle gives the volume of the solid between the sphere and the cylinder in each block to be one-fourth the volume of a circular cone of height and radius r. Hence, volume of sphere = volume of cylinder -S[t (volume of cone)] = 2m' -2(+ m3) 3: 3 (2rr3) = S (volume of cylinder). PROPOSITION. The volume of a spherical sector is two-thirds that of a cylinder of the same height and with the same radius as the sphere.
Proof. Instead of considering directly the volume of the spherical sector having height h and radius s (as shown in Fig. 7 ) Xu Youren considered the complementary volume with respect to a hemisphere (Fig. 8, MI) . The height z of this solid MI is then equal to r -h, where Y is the radius of the sphere. Let wI be the cylinder of the same height circumscribing w; w2 is the spherical cone inside it: and w3 is the portion between the spherical segment and the cylinder. Then w = ulI -(w? + w3) (Fig. 8) , and the volumes of UQ and w2 are m2z and f 7~~3, respectively. On the basis of an argument similar to the one given in the first proposition, where the volume of the solid between the sphere and the cylinder in each block was found to be one-fourth the volume of a circular cone of height and radius r, w3 is deduced to be equivalent to the volume of a circular cone whose height is z and whose base has area ,rr(r2 -s2). Thus i+j3 = 4 n(r? -s2)z, and hence w = 5 m2z. and Volume of spherical sector = volume of hemisphere -w = 3 'irr?(r -z) = 3 &h.
4. CONCLUSION Mei's work on the properties of the sphere showed that he was influenced by Archimedes. In fact many of the propositions enunciated by Mei can be traced to Archimedes. Two of these are "the volume of a sphere is four times that of a cone whose base is equal to a great circle of the sphere and whose height is its radius" and "the volume of a sphere is two-thirds that of its circumscribed cylinder." Archimedes' method of derivation of these two propositions is recorded in the Method [Heath 1912, suppl., p. 171 . It is interesting to note that Archimedes had solved the problem concerning the solid Mhfg. In his letter to Eratosthenes, Archimedes stated that the volume of Mhfg is two-thirds that of the cube circumscribing it [Heath 1912, suppl., p. 121 . The derivation of this result is again recorded in the Method but, unfortunately, the section pertaining to this is now lost [Heath 1912, suppl., p. 481 Mei did not study the work of Liu and Zu on the sphere and was criticized by Xt for his lack of rigor and proofs in his presentation. Xu filled the gaps and ac'cnowledged Zu's contributions.
,4mong the various methods of deriving the volume of a sphere, the one applying; Cavalieri's principle is undoubtedly the most elementary and direct. Zu's application of Cavalieri's principle to Liu's unfinished problem, which had used tht: same principle, was a natural consequence. The two Chinese mathematicians were both steeped in a geometrical tradition called chu I-U xiang bu [I] , where forms and shapes are removed and combined to achieve correspondence in areas and volumes. This tradition was the basis for the knowledge of Cavalieri's principle which was known and applied in China over a millenium before Cavalieri. NOTES I. It is interesting to note that food covers that can be folded and unfolded like little umbrellas are stil made in China in the shape shown in Fig. 5 .
2. The phrase chu nr xiang bu conveys the meaning that if something is removed. then an equivalen:e should be substituted so that the area or volume remains the same. A detailed description of the priticiple can be found in [Wu 1978, SO-IOO] . Well-known applications of this principle are in the proofs of i'ythagoras' theorem and some results on right-angled triangles [Lam & Shen 1984 , 94-1051 
